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Promoting Neighbourly and Safe Development 
on Sidney Island 

 

 
A. Why is Council concerned about development?   

 
Increasingly lots are being developed without regard to relevant laws.  Some owners are concerned 
and want Council to act, while others believe that Council should not involve itself with private lot 
development.   
 
These different perspectives create division in the community. 
 
Council seeks: 

- individual autonomy, 
- safety, 
-  to avoid conflict, and 
- compliance with existing regulations governing development. 
 

Council drafted the following plan to address this issue and invites owners to comment.  
 
 
 

Responding to the Draft Plan 
 

Comments can be sent to council@sidneyisland.ca 
Or 

You can set up a phone call with any member of council 
Please respond by 23 November 2020 

 
Please:  

• Comment on the overall principles and approach 

• Let us know if you would like your comments shared with other owners.   

• Comments addressing perceived violations on other owners' property will be deleted 
from posted comments. 
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Promoting Neighbourly and Safe Development 
on Sidney Island 

~ DRAFT PLAN ~ 
 

A. CONSIDERATIONS 
 

• Respect 
Developments which do not meet electrical, fire, septic, health, gas, building and other 
standards impose risk on the owner and neighbours. 
 
Development within geotechnical setbacks increases erosion risks on neighboring lots. 
 
Setback violations reduce neighbours' privacy, obstruct views and erode the Island's 
ambiance. 
 

• Fairness 
While irregularities exist, most houses are located within setbacks and are building code 
compliant. 
 
There appears to be a significant increase in the number of lots undergoing non-compliant 
development. 
 
Owners concerned with unauthorized development note that: 
 
-  all owners should be aware that Sidney Island is a strata development in a highly 

regulated region, 
- implicit in purchasing a strata lot is acceptance of applicable laws, 
 and 
- the regulatory framework reflects the values of the community they chose to join. 
 

• Avoid Formal Complaints and Conflict within the Community 
When Council does not act owners complain.  
 
Complaints are often taken personally, erode community cohesion, cause resentment and 
can appear arbitrary.  
 
It is better for the community to deal with similar violations consistently, and outside of the 
formal complaint process, if possible. 
 

• Avoid Misconceptions  
Non-compliant development contributes to the impression that development controls do not 
exist or can be ignored.  Prospective owners may be misled.  
 

• Strata Developments 
Strata owners are subject to community interests expressed in the strata bylaws and the 
statutory building scheme.  These limit activities and development. 
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• Council’s Role  
The Strata Property Act obligates Council to enforce strata bylaws.  
 

• Limitations  
Owners can change strata bylaws with a 75% vote, but the Islands Trust and CRD laws and 
the strata governance structure are difficult to alter.  Alteration to the Statutory Building 
Scheme requires a 100% vote of owners 
 

B. GOALS 
 
The goals of the draft plan are to: 
 

- cultivate a culture of community respect for safety and neighbours' privacy 
- focus on significant violations 
- encourage legal development  
- minimize formal complaints  
- consistency 
- transparency 
- inform owners of regulations effecting development 
- use enforcement when essential 

 

C. PROCESS 
 

1. Inform Owners  
'Developing a Lot on Sidney Island' provides an overview of the rules in place for developing a lot.  
All owners and prospective owners receive a copy. A list of Frequently Asked Questions has been 
created and more information will be provided as questions arise. 
 

2. Welcome Wagon 
Council has re-introduced the “Welcome Wagon” with the goal to approach each new owner  to 
welcome them to Sidney Island, inform them of, “How to Develop your Lot on Sidney Island”, and 
provide answers and mentorship for their first year. The goal is to reduce inadvertent bylaw 
breach. 
 

3. Site Documents 
Work with owners to ensure Site Documents are submitted when needed. Develop an active, 
comprehensive file listing each lot, owner, and Site Documents. 
 

4. Prioritize 3 issues: 

a. Ensure Site Documents are submitted. 

b. Ensure that owners are living on lots compliant with health and regulatory 
requirements. 

c. Ensure setback and geotechnical line requirements are respected. 
 


